BFC unveils full list of Positive fashion Forum speakers

By Nigel Taylor - June 2, 2021

As the momentum builds for the inaugural Institute of Positive Fashion Forum, organiser The British Fashion Council has announced the strong line-up and schedule for the day-long event taking place digitally on 10 June.

The Forum, priced at £150, will feature major industry speakers including Stella McCartney, Burberry’s Marco Gobbetti, Virgil Abloh, Priyanka Chopra Jonas (BFC Ambassador), Emmanuel Gintzburger of Alexander McQueen, Marie-Claire Daveu of Kering, Nicolaj Reffstrup of Ganni, MP Alok Sharma, Cyrill Gutsch of Parley for the Oceans and TV presenter June Sarpong.

Speakers present practical steps for brands and businesses to create a positive environmental and social change – such as sustainability, circularity, social justice, diversity and inclusion.

The IPF Forum is a thought leadership event designed to spur global collaboration and local action, ahead of the 26th UN Climate Change Conference (COP26), which will be hosted in Glasgow in November.

The full schedule and speakers list is available on IPF Forum’s dedicated online hub.